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INSTITUTIONAL DISTINCTIVHNHSS

Our  College  is  located  in  a  rural  area  and  so  our  mission  is  to  extend  the  opportunity  of education  to  the
economically weaker and deprived  section  of the area and to provide best possible  infrastructure to  socially
and   econoinically   marginalized   students   including   female   students.   Once   weak   and   slow   leamers   are
identified on the basis of classroom teaching and continuous intemal tests, special classes, both theoretical and

practical, are arranged for bridging the knowledge gap. Counseling is done by the faculty members during the
choice of subjects for the CBCS  system. Different versions of text and reference books are recommended for
such students. Special oral and written tests are arranged for them and ParentuTeachers meetings are organized
on a regular basis to intimate the parents regarding the academic progress of their wards and suggestions are

given on the individual strengths and weaknesses and the scope for probable improvement. Efforts are taken
to extend financial assistance to the students of the weaker section of the society. While we make every effort
to  give  students  the  highest  kind  of  academic  inputs,  we  also  ensure  the  flowering  of their  cultural  and
intellectual  development  without  which  no  all-round  development  is  complete.  Our  programmes  on  15th
August, Netaji  Jayanti,  26th  January,  Tagore's birth anniversary, the tree plantation programme--to name  a
few-- draw a huge  gathering of general  audience  inside the college premises.  This apart, we observe special
occasions  and  the  birth  anniversaries  of eminent  Indians  and  host  lectures  on  t.hem  most  distinctively,  our
college being located in the vicinity of Visva-Bharati, the unique university founded by Rabindranath Tagore,
we are inspired by its cultural values Other than that the proposal of the introduction of the science stream has
already been  accepted  and proposal  for honours  in newer subjects have been  made.  Science  stream and PG
course in Bengali are introduced for the dissemination of higher education in the region.
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